Ms. Georgieva meets His Excellency President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi in Paris

Managing Director Georgieva's Opening Remarks at the Sudan Conference's Plenary Session on "Delivering on Economic Promises and Moving Towards Sudanese Debt Forgiveness"

Managing Director Georgieva's Closing Remarks at the Sudan Conference's Plenary Session on "Delivering on Economic Promises and Moving Towards Sudanese Debt Forgiveness"

IMF BLOG

Fit for Purpose—Adapting IMF Advice to a New Economic Landscape

A Proposal to End the COVID-19 Pandemic

Checking the Receipts from Pandemic-Related Spending

The Policymaker’s Trilemma
RECENT IMF PUBLICATIONS

How to Gain the Most from Structural Conditionality of IMF-Supported Programs

License to Spill: How Do We Discuss Spillovers in Article IV Staff Reports

The Direct Employment Impact of Public Investment

Mastering the Risky Business of Public-Private Partnerships in Infrastructure

EXECUTIVE BOARD ACTIVITIES

Country Surveillance - Use of Fund Resources

Egypt: IMF Staff Concludes Mission for 2021 Article IV and Second Review for the 12-Month Stand-by Arrangement

Saudi Arabia - Staff Concluding Statement of the 2021 Article IV Mission

IMF Welcomes Progress Toward Securing a Financing Plan for Debt Relief for Sudan

IMF Staff Completes 2021 Article IV Mission to Singapore

FUTURE EVENTS


June 8–10, 2021: “2021 BAFT Virtual Global Annual Meeting,” Bankers Association for Foreign Trade, Virtual